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bstract

High demands to power performance, high cycle and calendar life as well can be met by NiMH batteries, making this battery system very suitable
or HEV applications. The hydrogen storage alloy plays an important role with respect to power performance and life duration. Power performance
nd cycle life behaviour are related to each other by the electrochemical and mechanical properties of the alloy, via a more or less reciprocal
elationship. In terms of power performance at medium-discharge rates, the charge transfer reaction at the hydrogen storage alloy interface was
ound to be crucial for the temperature-dependent behaviour of the cell, whereas at discharge rates above about 15C diffusion limitation was found
specially at the negative electrode. The alloy corrosion is taking place in alkaline media, leading to the formation of surface films and a change of

he chemical composition, especially in near surface regions of the alloy particles. Consecutive electrochemical cycles lead to mechanical stress
nd finally cracking of the alloy particles. Stability against corrosion and pulverisation on one hand and good electrochemical performance on the
ther hand both depend on the chemical composition of the alloy, its morphological properties and the cycling regime used.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Alkaline batteries have been playing an important role in
he field of electric energy storing devices for more than 100
ears. Since the discovery of the nickel–iron accumulator by
dison and of the nickel–cadmium battery system by Jungner

1,2] a multitude of inventions has contributed to make alkaline
echargeable electrochemical energy storing systems viable for
big market.

By end of the 1980s of the last century the nickel–metal
ydride system appeared on the market [3,4]. Main change
o the other nickel-based rechargeable systems is the replace-

ent of the anode by a material capable of reversibly storing
ydrogen. This development was enabled by the availability of
ew hydrogen storing alloys which are stable under exposure
o strong caustic media and a high number of charge/discharge
ycles [5,6]. Increased specific capacities and high-capacity den-

ities of the negative electrode resulting from the employment of
hese hydride materials have been the reason for a considerable
ncrease of energy storing capacity of cells manufactured there-
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nce of NiMH batteries; Cycle life of NiMH batteries

ith. NiMH batteries have continuously taken over the biggest
art of the earlier NiCd market since that time. The main advan-
age of alkaline batteries in vehicles is their high charge and
ischarge power capability and their good long-term endurance.
espite of the higher price in comparison to lead-based bat-

eries, NiMH battery systems have therefore been mainly used
or those applications where lead acid batteries exhibited weak
ehaviour, which are high-continuous discharge power capabil-
ty, fast recharge and long-service life, particularly in terms of
apacity turnover. Because of these properties the NiMH bat-
ery system is very suitable for hybrid electric vehicle (HEV)
pplications.

. Experimental

The power performance was studied in different conventional
ell types but also in a special setup comprising a conventional
elly roll and a Hg/HgO reference electrode. However, the dif-
erences in electrical connection of the jelly roll to the current
ollector resulted in a higher ohmic resistance for the refer-
nce electrode setup, reported resistance values were therefore

orrected by the setup immanent resistance of 0.9 m�.

For cycle life measurements AA-size cells were used. The
egative electrode consisted of a mixture of 97% of alloy and
% of conductive binder. The positive electrode was a pasted
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temperatures. In addition, high-rate pulses were performed, indi-
cating severe mass transport limitations at the negative electrode
at low temperatures around 0 ◦C and at high-pulse currents with
more than 15C rate.
48 P. Bäuerlein et al. / Journal of

lectrode using nickel foam as a substrate. A PP/PE separator
as used in combination with 7N alkaline electrolyte. The cells
ere cycled under different cycling regimes at various temper-

tures and characterised by pulse power tests [7] or high-rate
ischarge frequently.

After cycling and electrochemical characterisation, the cells
ere discharged to 0.9 V prior to dismantling. The jelly roll was

ransferred into test cell container flooded with alkaline elec-
rolyte. A nickel foam counter electrode was used to charge
nd discharge positive and negative electrode independently
rom each other, Hg/HgO was used as a reference electrode.
he negative charge excess capacity, the capacity of nega-

ive and positive electrodes, respectively, were determined. For
hemical and physical analysis positive and negative electrodes
emoved from a cycled cell were rinsed with water several
imes before drying. The chemical composition of each elec-
rode was determined by an inductively coupled argon plasma
mission spectrophotometer. For the characterisation of the alloy
article decrepitation behaviour and of the structure of the inter-
ace layer, the negative electrode was examined by means of
canning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron
icroscopy (TEM).

. Results and discussion

.1. Power performance of NiMH cells

Power performance is a key issue for the use of battery sys-
ems in high-power applications as hybrid electric vehicles. In
he case of NiMH batteries special interest was focussed on
he influence of the chemical composition [8–13] of the hydro-
en storage alloy or special activation procedures to increase
ower performance [14–16] up to now. On the other hand a great
umber of publications can be found dealing with fundamen-
al electrochemical studies of the hydrogen evolution reaction
HER) at various electrodes [17–19]. Iwakura et al. [20,21] stud-
ed the electrochemical reactions taking place at the surface of
ydrogen storing alloys during the charge reaction in detail. The
nitial step for the evolution of hydrogen but also for the hydro-
enation of battery alloy material is splitting of water and the
dsorption of a hydrogen atom at the surface of the electrode
aterial according to Eq. (1), this charge transfer reaction is
ell known as the Volmer reaction.

+ H2O + e− → {MH}ads + OH− (1)

The adsorbed hydrogen phase can react in different ways.
he preferred reaction in terms of charging of NiMH cells is the

ormation of the hydride phase according to (2). However, if the
ydrogen diffusion into the bulk alloy is much slower compared
o the charge transfer step, hydrogen gas can be produced via
he Tafel reaction (3) and the Heyrovsky reaction (4) as well:
MH}ads → {MH}hydride (2)

{MH}ads → 2 M + H2 (3)

MH}ads + H2O + e− → M + H2 + OH− (4)

F
t
r
n
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A more detailed reaction scheme has to consider mass trans-
ort phenomena and chemical reactions as well. The formation
f the hydride phase first occurs at the surface of the hydro-
en storage alloy. For complete hydrogenation, hydrogen has
o be transported from the surface to the bulk of the alloy. As
ater molecules are taking part in the charge transfer reaction
y playing the role of a proton donor, water must be transported
o the double layer via diffusion. Hydroxide ions as the reac-
ion product have to be removed from the double layer to the
lectrolyte bulk. Similar reactions can be formulated for the pos-
tive electrode as well. Each of the reactions described, may be
ate determining during charge and discharge of a NiMH cell
epending on the cycling conditions used.

In order to get more information about the mechanisms taking
lace during the discharge process of a NiMH cell, especially at
ow temperatures, pulse tests were performed at different tem-
eratures. A 5C pulse current was chosen, in order to prevent
ffects caused by mass transport limitations especially at lower
emperatures. Potentials of the positive and negative electrode,
espectively, can be measured independently by means of a
g/HgO reference electrode during operation in a experimental

etup. The resistance measured at short-pulse periods, therefore
ncluding the electronic resistance in the electrodes, the bulk
esistance of the electrolyte, and also the charge transfer resis-
ance, needs to be corrected by the setup immanent resistance
f about 0.9 m�. Fig. 1 shows the temperature dependence of
he resistance of the positive electrode and of the negative elec-
rode during a 25 s current pulse at a 5C rate. Both electrodes
how an increasing pulse resistance with decreasing tempera-
ure. However, the temperature dependency of the resistance of
he negative electrode is much more pronounced compared to
he positive electrode. In addition a steeper increase was found
o occur between +10 and 0 ◦C at the negative electrode, which
as not observed at the positive electrode. Under these pulse

onditions, the negative electrode is the main contributor to the
ell resistance and power performance of the NiMH cell at low
ig. 1. 25 s/5C pulse resistances for the negative and the positive electrode in a
est setup comprising of a NiMH jelly roll of 10 Ah capacity cell and a Hg/HgO
eference electrode as a function of temperature ((©) positive electrode; (�)
egative electrode).
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Fig. 2. 5C pulse resistances for the negative electrode in a test setup consisting
of a 10 Ah NiMH jelly roll and a Hg/HgO reference electrode as a function
o
n
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ing at the surface of the alloy. Both, the extent of corrosion
and the corrosion rate, depend on the chemical composition of
the alloy to a high degree. The thermodynamic stability of the
hydride phase is also related to the chemical composition of

Fig. 4. Relationship between hydrogen plateau pressure of hydrogen storage
f temperature ((�) 1 s resistance negative electrode; (�) 25 − 1 s resistance
egative electrode).

The total electrical resistance determined during a 25 s pulse
ay be split up with respect to pulse time. The short-time

art (at around 1 s or below) contains the electronic resistance
f electrodes, substrates, current connectors, the bulk elec-
rolyte resistance and the charge transfer resistance as well. The

edium-time part (between 1 and 25 s) is mainly caused by
iffusion (see Fig. 2). The total resistance of the negative elec-
rode is dominated by the short-time resistance. It decreases from
.9 m� at 0 ◦C to about 0.8 m� at 45 ◦C. From all resistance
arts contributing to the short-time resistance, the bulk elec-
rolyte resistance and the charge transfer resistance are expected
o dominate the temperature dependency. Since the contribu-
ion of the bulk electrolyte resistance to the pulse resistance
f a NiMH cell is rather small, the charge transfer resistance
s expected to have the main contribution to the short-time
esistance. It is also expected to be the most obvious for the
xplanation of the temperature dependency, whereas the changes
n the diffusion related resistance are small compared to the
ormer. These results are in good accordance with the existing
iterature, indicating that the discharge reaction in NiMH cells
t low temperature is controlled by the charge transfer process at
he solid/electrolyte interface of the negative electrode [8,22,23].

As the charge transfer reaction is expected to take place at the
lloy–electrolyte-interface, TEM was used to study the interface
ayer of hydrogen storage alloys exposed to alkaline electrolyte.
ig. 3 shows a TEM image of a hydrogen storage alloy har-
ested from a NiMH cell after a few charge discharge cycles.
he surface of the alloy material was covered with needle shaped
eposits, which consist of rare earth hydroxides. Between these
urface deposits and the bulk alloy, two interface layers with
hicknesses of 120 and 30 nm were observed. The interface
ayers showed a polycrystalline structure and comprise alloy ele-

ents as confirmed by energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX).
owever, oxygen was found to be also present in these inter-

ace layers. Oxygen was preferably located at the surface layer
xposed to alkaline electrolyte, La3+ was found to be present in

his area too.

The needle-like deposits of rare earth hydroxides and the
olycrystalline interface layers covering the bulk alloy are both

a
D
o
m

ig. 3. TEM of an hydrogen storage alloy harvested from a NiMH cell exposed
o only a few number of electrochemical cycles.

enerated by corrosion processes of the alloy in strong alka-
ine media. The interface layers in principle may contribute to
n increase of the resistance of the negative electrode. Com-
osition, structure and thickness of these interface layers may
herefore play an important role with respect to charge transfer
ate, hydrogen evolution reaction or hydrogen diffusion rates, as
hey may possibly react as a barrier. The effect of interface lay-
rs with respect to power performance and the growth of these
ayers as an effect of aging has been pretty well studied by many
uthors at the Li-ion battery system [24,25]. Especially, in the
ase of nickelate-based cathodes, the formation of an interface
ayer at the cathode active material has been the main reason for
ower fade during cell aging [26,27].

As soon as AB5-type hydrogen storage alloys are exposed to
lkaline electrolytes, corrosion reactions are taking place, start-
lloys and power performance of NiMH cells manufactured with these alloys.
ischarge was performed on fully charged cells at 10C rate and a temperature
f 0 ◦C, voltage was plotted after 0.15 Ah of discharged capacity to prevent
isleading effects coming from cell warming during discharge.
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Fig. 5. SEM of fresh alloy and alloy removed fr

B5-type hydrogen storing alloy, as the hydrogen pressure in
he plateau region is directly correlated to the M–H interaction
nergy. In addition, the rates of reactions (1)–(4) are determined
y the M–H interaction energy [12,28]. Hydrogen de-
ntercalation from the hydride phase becomes faster as the M–H
nteraction energy decreases. Consequently, alloys showing a
igh-plateau pressure should provide better power performance
ompared to alloys forming a more stable hydride phase. For a
eries of AB5-type alloys according to AB5−xCox with variation
f Co content, the plateau pressure decreases with increasing
obalt content. Consequently, the rate capability, characterised
y the voltage recorded after discharge of 0.15 Ah from fully
harged cells at 0 ◦C and 10C rate, decreases (see Fig. 4).

However, even in this series with minor changes in the chem-
cal composition of the alloy, the variation of the hydrogen
lateau pressure is not the only property, which changes with
omposition. Hydrogen intercalation into the AB5 host lattice
s accompanied by an increase of the unit cell volume. This
ncrease depends on the chemical composition of the alloy
nd the content of intercalated hydrogen. Consecutive lattice
xpansion and contraction during hydrogen intercalation and
xtraction produces mechanical stress, finally leading to the

racking of alloy grains. As a result the particle size of the
lloy is reduced and the surface area of the negative elec-
rode increases with consecutive electrochemical cycling (see
ig. 5).

ig. 6. Relationship between lattice expansion of hydrogen storage alloys caused
y hydrogen intercalation and power performance of NiMH cells fabricated with
hese alloys.

w
d
n
p
k
t

F

NiMH cell, exposed to electrochemical cycles.

Electrochemical reactions, but also corrosion reactions take
rofit from an increase of the surface area of the negative elec-
rode and/or the reduction of the particle size as well. Therefore,
ffects associated with lattice expansion should result in an
mprovement of the power performance of the negative elec-
rode, as long as the destructive effects associated with enhanced
orrosion do not become overcompensating. Positive effects due
o electrochemical grinding for this reason are expected at an
arly stage of cell life. At this stage, the difference in unit cell
olume between hydride phase and unhydrided host structure
ould be a good measure for the mechanical stability of the alloy,
s long as changes in mechanical properties, as elasticity or hard-
ess, are neglected. Consequently, alloys with high-cracking rate
hould show better initial power performance (see Fig. 6).

However, variations of the composition of the hydrogen stor-
ge alloy do not only change the extent of lattice expansion
uring hydrogen intercalation, but also other properties of the
lloy host structure and the hydride phase as well. Therefore,
he relationship between power performance and surface area
lus particle size at one hand, and the influence of the chemical
omposition with respect to micro-mechanical properties on the
ther hand, needs to be confirmed independently by experiments
ithout changing the alloy composition. This can be done in two
ifferent ways. The pulverisation of the alloy proceeds with the

umber of electrochemical charge and discharge cycles. This
henomenon has been described already in detail [3,29] and is
nown as electrochemical grinding. Consequently, cells exposed
o a high number of electrochemical cycles show a higher amount

ig. 7. Power performance of NiMH cells vs. number of initial activation cycles.
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composition rather than pure nickel, the corrosion processes
lead to a change in the chemical composition of the alloy. Rare
earth elements are found to form deposits of rare earth hydrox-
ides at the surface of the alloy particles. For alloys of the type
ig. 8. Power performance and cycle life of hydrogen storage alloys com-
rising identical chemical composition but different particle size ((�) power
erformance, discharge at 0 ◦C at 20C rate; (©) cycle life at 45 ◦C).

f pulverisation of the alloy, compared to cells exposed to only
ew electrochemical cycles [30,31]. As is shown in Fig. 7, cells
ith a higher number of charge/discharge cycles show a sig-
ificantly better power performance at an initial state of life,
ndicated by a higher average discharge voltage during a dis-
harge with 10C rate at 20 ◦C. The improvement with respect
o power performance is mostly significant within the first few
ycles after cell formation. A higher number of activation cycles
esults in a minor increase of the power performance, as is indi-
ated by a higher average discharge voltage during a high-rate
ischarge.

The importance of the influence of particle size of the hydro-
en storage alloy on the power performance, could be further
onfirmed by a series of experiments using hydrogen storage
lloy powders with the same chemical composition but differ-
nt particle sizes. This allows for the separation of the particle
ize effect from the effect of the chemical composition. The d50
alue from a particle size distribution measurement was used as
measure for the particle size. The power performance of NiMH
ells employing hydrogen storage alloy powders with different
article sizes increases as the particle size of the alloy decreases
see Fig. 8). However, as the particle size decreases, the cycling
tability of the alloy decreases (also shown in Fig. 8). The con-
icting behaviour between cycle life and power performance
ill be discussed in some more detail in the following section.

.2. Cycle life of NiMH cells

Cycle and calendar life of NiMH cells has been already stud-
ed in detail [32–36], because the improvement of cycle life has
een the focus of hydrogen storage alloy development for many
ears. It is still an ongoing subject of research in the field of
iMH batteries. Especially, the influence of the alloy compo-

ition has been studied intensively [3,37–40]. In the past years
ore and more attention was paid to clarifying the fundamental

rinciples, which are limiting the cycle life of NiMH batteries

41–44]. As a summary of the work published so far it is clear,
hat the negative electrode and especially the hydrogen storage
lloy plays the dominant role for the cycle life of NiMH batteries.
he life limiting mechanisms in NiMH cells are related to the

F
t
(
(
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orrosion of the alloy active material to a large extend. The cor-
osion reaction is given in (5) in a simplified form, disregarding
he exact chemical composition of the alloy:

M + H2O → MH + MOH (5)

he consumption of water and the production of hydrogen, are
oth effects related to the alloy corrosion. They can become as
evere as is the loss of active alloy material, and may therefore
e life limiting. The reason for this becomes more clear, when
ell layout and balancing details are taken into account. Usually,
xcess alloy is used in sealed NiMH cells. Therefore, the capac-
ty of these cells is limited by the positive electrode. When these
iMH cells are exposed to a full charge, oxygen starts to evolve

t the positive electrode, which can be consumed very rapidly at
he negative electrode. Also hydrogen gas can be produced at the
egative electrode during charge at high rates and/or low tem-
eratures as a side reaction. For this reason, a pressure increase
s observed during overcharge of NiMH cells. It is moderate,
f low to medium currents are used, because hydrogen can eas-
ly be absorbed by the excess alloy. However, during corrosion,
he amount of the negative excess capacity decreases due to a
eduction of the alloy content and the absorption of hydrogen
roduced by the corrosion reaction as well. This leads to a mis-
alancing of the cell. As soon as negative excess capacity is
xhausted, hydrogen starts to evolve during charging of the cell,
hich cannot be absorbed by the alloy anymore, due to lacking

xcess capacity. In this case a significant increase of the cell
ressure during a full charge is observed and venting may be the
onsequence. The consumption of water, due to alloy corrosion
eads to a concentration of the alkaline electrolyte and finally
o a drying out of the cell. As a consequence electrochemical
lectrode potentials shift to different values and the impedance
f the cell increases, as is shown in Fig. 9.

In case of AB5 alloys using at the A-side mischmetal (Lm)
ather than pure lanthanum and at the B-side a multielement
ig. 9. Cycle life behaviour of NiMH cells at 45 ◦C (100% DOD) with respect
o capacity of the negative and positive electrode and the cell impedance as well
(�) capacity of the negative electrode; (�) capacity of the positive electrode;
©) cell impedance).
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ig. 10. Relative change in alloy composition during cycling at 45 ◦C,
harge/discharge at C rate, 100% DOD ((�) Al; (©) Mn; (�) La).

m(Ni,Co,Al,Mn)5 especially, aluminium and manganese dis-
olve in the alkaline electrolyte and are found to be deposited
t the positive electrode. The loss of manganese and aluminium
ue to corrosion at the end of life can be as high as 40–50% with
espect to the initial values (see Fig. 10).

The corrosion behaviour of hydrogen storage alloys depends
n the chemical composition of the alloy, its physical proper-
ies (hardness, elasticity) and the cycling and storage conditions
f the NiMH cell (temperature, cycle profile, etc.) as well. The
ubstitution of nickel with cobalt in AB5 type alloys leads to
significant improvement of cycle life. Substitution of nickel
ith manganese however, results in a minor improvement in

erms of cycle life. Furthermore cycle life tends to decrease, if
he manganese content exceeds a certain value (see Fig. 11).
he effect of cobalt with respect to the improvement of cycle

ife has several reasons. Srinivasan and co-workers [41] empha-
ised the importance of alloy integrity during cycling, which
ight be even more important with respect to cycle life, than the

orrosion resistance of the alloy in alkaline electrolytes. Char-
ouni et al. [40] are ascribing the stabilising effect of cobalt
ainly to the improvement of the mechanical properties of the
lloy leading to a reduced tendency of cracking during con-
ecutive hydrogen absorption and desorption. In summary, this

ig. 11. Cycle life of alloys with different chemical composition ((©) Mn; (�)
o).
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ig. 12. Relationship between lattice expansion during hydrogen intercalation
nd cycle life of hydrogen storage alloys for NiMH batteries.

esults in a much lower pulverisation rate during consecutive
lectrochemical cycles for cobalt containing alloys.

The increase of the corrosion rate due to the pulverisation of
he alloy is not only related to the increase of the surface area of
he electrode, but also to an effect of instantaneous corrosion of
he fresh alloy surface produced in the grain cracking process.
onsequently, alloys with low-lattice expansion during hydro-
en intercalation should show less tendency to pulverise, thus
eading to reduced corrosion and therefore higher cycle life as
hown in Fig. 12.

The cycling regime itself has an important impact on the cycle
ife behaviour of NiMH cells. As chemical or electrochemical
eaction rates depend on temperature, an increase of the tem-
erature leads to an enhanced corrosion rate. The amount of
ydrogen intercalated or de-intercalated during electrochemical
ycling is determined by the depth of discharge (DOD) in the
pecific cycling profile. The decrepitation rate of the alloy there-
ore is more pronounced for high DODs, due to a higher lattice
xpansion and contraction.

Leblanc et al. [44] confirmed that all aluminium, which was
issolved from the bulk alloy, was quantitatively deposited at the
ositive electrode. They concluded that the aluminium content

f the positive electrode may serve as a direct indicator for the
orrosion rate of Al-containing hydrogen storage alloys. In case
f 100% DOD cycling, a nearly linear relationship was found for
he corrosion rate and the cycle number (see Fig. 13). The slope

ig. 13. Amount of corroded alloy as a function of cycle number and temperature
uring C/C cycling, 100% DOD ((�) 23 ◦C; (�) 45 ◦C; (©) 60 ◦C).
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ig. 14. Amount of corroded alloy as a function of cycle number and DOD, C/C
ycles at 45 ◦C ((�) 100% DOD; (�) 50% DOD; (©) 20% DOD).

ncreases with increasing temperature. From this temperature
ehaviour an activation energy of 54 kJ mol−1 can be calculated
or a alloy consisting of mischmetal, nickel, cobalt, aluminium
nd manganese.

A linear behaviour was also found between cycle number and
orrosion rate for different DODs. The alloy corrosion seems to
ncrease exponentially with increasing DOD (see Fig. 14).

. Conclusion

Due to their performance and robustness, NiMH batteries
ave been established in the HEV-market. Especially for this
pplication, high-power performance and high cycle and calen-
ar life are key issues. Besides that high-charge acceptance at
igh temperature and low-self-discharge are required. For power
nd life performance, the hydrogen storage alloy plays a dom-
nant role and is therefore still a field of intensive development
ork. In our work we were able to show, that power performance

nd cycle life behaviour are connected to each other mainly by
he electrochemical properties of the hydrogen storing alloy and
ften via a reciprocal relationship. In most cases changes in alloy
omposition or morphology improving power performance lead
o inferior life and vice versa. In terms of power performance at
edium- and high-discharge rates, the hydrogen storage alloy
as found to be crucial for the temperature dependency of the

ell. The rate limitation at medium-current rates in the range
rom 1C rate to 10C rate was found to be present in the short-term
ehaviour of the negative electrode, most probably related to
harge transfer phenomena. At higher rates, diffusion limitations
ere found to be present at both electrodes. But they are more
ronounced at the negative electrode. Charge transfer resistance
nd diffusion resistance as well depend on the surface area of the
lectrode and the particle size. However, as soon as hydrogen
toring alloys are getting in contact with alkaline electrolytes,
orrosion of the alloy starts, thus leading to the formation of
urface films and a change of the chemical composition in the
oundary zone, near to the surface of the alloy particles. The

orrosion rate also depends on the electrochemically active sur-
ace area, as power capability with respect to discharge rate
oes. Hydrogen intercalation and de-intercalation is correlated
o the lattice expansion and contraction as a consequence of

[

[
[
[
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ifferent unit cell volumes of the host alloy and the hydride
hase. Consequently, consecutive electrochemical cycles pro-
uce mechanical stress to the alloy particles with cracking as
he final consequence. In summary, stability against corrosion
nd pulverisation on one hand and good electrochemical per-
ormance on the other hand side, both strongly depend on the
hemical composition of the alloy, its morphological properties
nd the applied cycling regime. Therefore, the chemical com-
osition and the morphology of the hydrogen storage alloy has
o be designed for the special application, with respect to elec-
rochemical, structural and micro-mechanical properties. The
ppropriate selection of the alloy with regard to the specific
pplication is a key issue for guaranteeing good all-over per-
ormance of the cells in a NiMH-battery over a long period of
ime.
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